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Fig. 1 W0BTV  logo & FCC license

TRUSTEES:    Trustee is Jim Andrews, KH6HTV, www.kh6htv@arrl.net
  Assistant Trustee is Don Nelson, N0YE,  don80303@gmail.com 

MODES: Digital  & Analog TV for both receive and transmit.   Receive mode is
automatic.  Particular transmit mode is selected by control operator.  Normal stand-by
mode is:  70 cm DTV transmit and 5cm FM-TV transmit
Digital TV  is European standard, DVB-T with 6 MHz bandwidth.  1080P video, plus
stereo audio  
Analog TV is NTSC, VUSB-TV with 4.5 MHz, mono sound sub-carrier, 480i video on
70cm.   NTSC, FM-TV with 6.5 MHz, mono sound sub-carrier, 480i video on 5cm.

CCARC  FREQUENCY  COORDINATION: Coordination  is  for  23cm,  DVB-T
input and 70cm DVB-T output.  Input = 1243 MHz,  (1240-1246MHz)     Output = 423
MHz,  (420-426MHz)    6 MHz band-width channels ( channels ATV-1 & CATV-57)

FREQUENCIES: 70 cm in band and also cross-band  23 cm / 70 cm repeater.
70cm Output = cable channel 57 (420-426 MHz), ARRL's  band plan designated repeater
output.   Selectable modulation of either digital DVB-T or analog, VUSB-TV.

mailto:don80303@gmail.com
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70cm  Digital  Output =  423  MHz  center  frequency,  6  MHz  bandwidth,    DVB-T
modulation
70cm Analog Output = 421.25 MHz video carrier frequency, 425.75 MHz, FM sound
sub-carrier frequency,  420-426 MHz, channel 57,  NTSC, VUSB-TV modulation 
5cm Analog Output = 5905 MHz, FM-TV, 4 MHz deviation, with 6.5 MHz FM sound
sub-carrier (mono).

23 cm Input = ARRL designation as  ATV-1 channel (1240-1246MHz)
23  cm  Digital  Input =  1243  MHz,  center  frequency,  6  MHz  bandwidth,  DVB-T
modulation

70cm Input = cable channel 60 (438-444 MHz),  ARRL's band plan designated repeater
input, 
70cm  Digital  Input =  441  MHz,  center  frequency,  6  MHz  bandwidth,  DVB-T
modulation
70cm Analog Input = 439.25 MHz video carrier frequency, 443.75 MHz, FM sound sub-
carrier frequency,  NTSC, VUSB-TV modulation 

PL  TONES  REQUIRED: The input signal must be a valid TV signal, thus preventing
the repeater from being keyed up by other signals, such as CW, SSB or FM voice signals.
For analog NTSC TV signals, the repeater detects the presence of horizontal sync pulses
at 15 kHz for key-up.   For digital TV signals, the digital receiver must decode valid
DVB-T signals to key-up.

70cm TRANSMITTER  OUTPUT  POWER:
note:   RF output from 19" rack - after Ch 57 Band-Pass Filter (-2dB IL)
70 cm Digital = 6.3  Watts (rms, avg),  (+38 dBm)
70 cm Analog = 14 Watts (PEP),     (+41.4dBm)

70cm EFFECTIVE  RADIATED  POWER (ERP):
70 cm Digital  ≈  50 Watts (rms),  70 cm Analog  ≈ 100 Watts (PEP)

5cm TRANSMITTER OUTPUT POWER: 2 Watts (+33dBm)

5cm  EFFECTIVE  RADIATED POWER (ERP):   ≈  20 Watts

ANTENNAS:
70cm Transmit Antenna is an Andrew model DB-411.   11dBi gain, cardiod pattern,
oriented to 30o from true north.  Polarization is vertical.  The antenna height is about 120
ft. above ground level.  The coax feedline is 7/8" heliax.   The length is 84 ft.   Coax loss
is  0.65 dB.    This antenna is shared with the Boulder Amateur Radio Club (BARC), 70
cm, FM voice repeater.   The W0DK repeater transmits on 448.90 MHz.    A duplexing
antenna combiner network was designed and built by Don, NOYE.   The insertion loss of
the combiner for the 423 MHz DTV signal is -1.8 dB.
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5cm Transmit Antenna is a Laird model OC515010H.  The mfgr's spec. is 10dBi gain
with an omni-directional pattern.  Polarization is horizontal.  9.5 deg. 3dB beamwidth.
The antenna height is approximately 100 ft. above ground level.   The coax feedline is
LMR-400.   The length is 3 ft.   Coax  loss is approximately 0.35 dB.

Receive antenna is a Diamond model X-6000.  This is a tri-band antenna for 2 m, 70 cm
& 23 cm amateur bands.  The mfgr's spec. is 6.5 dBi (2m), 9 dBi (70cm) and 10 dBi (23
cm) with an omni-directional pattern.  Polarization is vertical.   The antenna height is
approximately 100 ft. above ground level.    The coax feedline is LMR-400.   The length
is 62 ft.   Coax  loss is 1.65 dB, at 441 MHz and 2.9dB, at 1243 MHz. 

Fig. 2a --Yellow thumbnail shows the location of the TV repeater in Boulder, Colorado.
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Fig. 2b --  Yellow thumbnail shows the location of the TV repeater 
on a high mesa, south-west of the City of Boulder, Colorado.

REPEATER  LOCATION:   The TV repeater is located on a high mesa, south-west of
the City of Boulder.   The elevation is 6,100 ft.  elevation above sea level.   It has an
excellent view of the prairie and the eastern half of Boulder County.   It is blocked by the
Flatirons mountains to the west and the Rocky mountains of the western half of Boulder
County.  

HEIGHT ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN:    HAAT is -193 ft.  Note: negative number.
This  is  due  to  the  shielding effect  of  the  high  Flatiron  mountains  to  the  west.   The
effective height is really about 800-1000 ft. over the 180 degree coverage to the eastern
prairie.

SERVICE  AREA: Eastern half of Boulder, County, plus portions of adjacent counties.

DVB-T  TRANSMITTER  DIGITAL  PARAMETERS:   The  DVB-T transmitter  is
capable of transmitting high definition images up to 1080P with 64-QAM modulation.
However, to maximize it's range with low power over difficult terrain with lots of multi-
path, we have opted to instead transmit  with, QPSK modulation at a lower data rate.  For
info about setting these parameters, see AN-39 [1}.  The repeater's digital parameters are:
Trans Configuration: Frequency  =  423  MHz  (ch  57),  Band-Width  =  6  MHz,
modulation = QPSK, FFT = 8 K, Code Rate (i.e. Forward Error Correction)  = 5/6, Guard
Interval (i.e. Sync) = 1/16, Modulation Data Rate =  7.16 Mbps   
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Media Configuration: Video Encoding = H.264, Data Rate Control = CBR, Max.
Bit  Rate = 6000 kbps (i.e.  80% of modulation data  rate),  Video Encoding Resolution
=1920 x 1080 = 1080P, Video Frame Rate = 29.97fps, Video Aspect Ratio = 16:9, Audio
Encoding = MPEG2, Audio Encoding Bit Rate = 96 kbps 
TS Info: Service Name = W0BTV, 
PIDs: PMT PID = 0X640, Video PID = 0x641, Audio PID = 0x642

REQUIRED  DVB-T  INPUT  PARAMETERS: The  DVB-T  input  signal  to  the
repeater does not need to adhere to most of the above settings.   However, it must be on
the correct center frequency with a 6 MHz bandwidth and have the same, identical PIDs.
Otherwise, the DVB-T receivers are smart and will adapt and receive properly any DVB-
T signal with modulations of QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM, and various resolutions, FFT,
Code Rate, Guard Interval, etc.    The transmitter upconverts 480i & 720P  to 1080P.

        
Fig. 3   ID slide show

 
SPECIAL  FEATURES: The repeater includes a BEACON  Mode on both 70cm &
5cm  bands  for  aiding  in  initial  alignment  and  testing  of  receiving  equipment  and
antennas. In the beacon mode a  repeating, video slide show is transmitted continuously.
This slide show is also transmitted as the ID at the end of a transmission to meet FCC
requirements.  The repeater call sign is super-imposed on each slide for ID purposes.   

Fig. 4  Repeater's Quad View Mode

A second special feature is the Quad View Mode, see Fig. 4.   In the quad display mode,
the 23 cm DTV receiver's video is in the upper left quadrant.  The 70 cm DTV receiver's
video is in the upper right quadrant.   The 70cm analog TV receiver's video is in the lower
left quadrant.    The repeater's ID slide show is displayed in the lower right quadrant.
For either the Beacon or Quad View mode, the transmitter  can be turned on without
requiring any incoming TV signal.   These modes are useful as an antenna alignment tool.
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To activate these modes requires a special DTMF tone code on the 2 m control frequency.
The 5cm, FM-TV transmitter is normally left on 24/7 for use as a microwave Beacon.  It
can  be  toned off,  if  necessary,  with  a  special  DTMF tone  code  on  the  2  m control
frequency.   When there is no incoming TV signal to key up the repeater, the 5cm FM-TV
beacon transmits the video ID slide show.

The quad display is also presented whenever the repeater is first keyed up.  The quad
display comes on for about 5 seconds and then switches to whichever receiver is picking
up a valid TV signal.    To meet FCC ID requirements, for long duration (> 10 minutes)
transmissions, the repeater automatically switches to the quad display for ID for a few
seconds every 9 1/2 minutes.   With the ID slide show in the lower right quadrant, we are
always able to ID with the club's call sign, W0BTV.

Fig. 5 On Screen Display of signal parameters

Another new feature is the addition of On Screen Display (OSD) for the digital receivers.
See Fig. 5.  The parameters displayed are Frequency/Bandwidth (upper left),  received
station Call Sign (lower left), S meter Power in dBm (upper right) and Signal/Noise ratio
in dB (lower right).   It should be noted that the S meter reading is not true.   It has
significant offsets (they read too high).  However, it is accurate for relative changes, i.e. 1
dB change in input power causes a 1 dB change in the S meter reading.    The S meter
and S/N can be used as a tuning aid for antenna alignment.

S-Meter Calibration:
23cm DVB-T Receiver:  The offset is ≈ +42dB.   i.e. if the S meter reads -40dBm, then
the actual signal strength into the repeater is  -40dBm - 42dB = -82dBm.   With no signal
input, the  S meter reads ≈ -62dBm.
70cm DVB-T Receiver:   The offset is ≈ +24dB.    i.e. if the S meter reads -50dBm, then
the actual signal strength into the repeater is -50dBm -24dB = -74dBm.   With no signal
input, the S meter read ≈ -78dBm.

Receiver Sensitivity:
The receivers have been calibrated using amateur TV, "Normal" DVB-T parameters [1].
They are the same as listed above for the TV repeater's output DVB-T signal (see page 4-
5).   Digital threshold is defined as the lowest signal with perfect P5 video and Q5 audio
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and no freeze framing.   For "Normal" parameters, this occurs with a S/N = 8dB.  This is
also the level required to key up the repeater.

23cm DVB-T Receiver = -96dBm    &   70cm DVB-T Receiver = -94dBm

For the 70cm, NTSC, VUSB-TV receiver, the sensitivity is defined as the signal level
required to open the video squelch.   At squelch threshold, the video picture quality is
rated at P2+ 70cm Analog Receiver = - 86 dBm    The required input power for P3 is
≈ -80dBm, for P4 -70dBm and for P5 -60dBm.

CONTROL: The repeater can receive either analog or digital TV input signals
on  the  70cm  band,  and  digital  TV on  the  23cm  band.   Any  valid  TV signal  will
automatically turn on the transmitter and be re-broadcast.  In the event of multiple valid
TV signals being present, there is a priority ranking.  A digital TV signal has a higher
priority than an analog TV signal.  A 23 cm DTV signal has a higher priority over a 70
cm DTV signal.   The repeater can also transmit either analog or digital TV signals on the
70 cm band on channel 57.   The particular 70cm transmit operating mode is determined
by the control operator.    Control of the repeater is done remotely using a separate 2
meter, rf link with DTMF (touch-tone) control codes.   A secret password is required to
access the control functions.  The control frequency is also kept confidential.   To enable
a  particular  set  of  operating  conditions,  you  need  to  contact  an  authorized  control
operator.    The normal, stand-by, operating state is with the repeater  transmitting 70 cm
DVB-T signals.   This is the CCARC coordinated condition.

OPEN  REPEATER:The W0BTV-TVR repeater is an "Open" repeater. It may be used
by all licensed amateur radio operators. However, the control access codes for the ID
beacon and all other special features are only given to amateurs that own their own TV
transmitters, are active members of BATVC, and have been approved by the trustee or
assistant trustee.  To request the 70cm ID beacon be turned on, or further details on other
special  features  --  contact  either  the  trustee  or  assistant.  trustee  or  one  of  the  other
authorized BATVC amateurs.

BOULDER   ATV   NET: A weekly,  informal,  ATV activity  net  is  held in  Boulder
County every Thursday afternoon, starting at 3:00pm (local time).   The net is usually
preceded by a member's DVD travelogue video for 1/2 to 1 hour previous to the start of
the net.  The purpose of the net is to encourage the use of amateur TV and to experiment
with it's capabilities. The net is "Open" and all hams are encouraged to participate even if
they do not have TV capability. The net uses the W0BTV- TVR repeater with both analog
and digital TV inputs.  Voice intercom is accomplished using the BCARES, 2 meter, FM
repeater  (146.76MHz,  -600kHz offset,  100 Hz tone  required).   The  ATV net  is  also
streamed  over  the  internet  via  the  BATC  web  site:   https://batc.org.uk/live/   For
additional information about the TV net, contact the net control operator and assistant
repeater trustee, Don Nelson, N0YE.

STREAMING  VIDEO: The  W0BTV  repeater’s  video  and  audio  is  now  being
streamed world-wide.  You can view it on the British Amateur Television Club’s (BATC)
web site:   www.batc.org.uk    Click on “Streamer” to see a list  of all  the available

http://www.batc.org.uk/
https://batc.org.uk/live/
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streams from individual hams and amateur TV repeaters world-wide.  Most of them on
the web site are in the U.K.  There are usually two streams of the Boulder ATV net.  One
from NOYE and the other from KH6HTV.  The streams are not 100% reliable.  If one
doesn't work, try the other.  There are periods when the stream is intermittent.

While the actual TV  repeater’s output is in 1080P high-definition, the stream is in lower
resolution, standard definition.   The streaming is running 16:9 format with 480P.  The
streaming video can be viewed with a normal browser, such as Google Chrome.  Some
streams  uses  Adobe  Flash  and  this  does  need  to  be  installed  on  your  computer  and
enabled  on  your  browser  to  view properly  the  video stream.   If  you do not  have  it
enabled, all you will see is a snowy screen.  Chrome might also give you a message that
Flash needs to be enabled

WEB  SITE: Information about BATVC and the repeater is found on the internet.   The
web site is:  www.kh6htv.com    Information can also be found on www.qrz.com 

NEWSLETTER: There is also a BATVC monthly newsletter.  It is called the  TV
Repeater's  Repeater.    Back  issues  of  the  newsletter  are  available  at:
https://kh6htv.com/newsletter/    If you want to receive the newsletter, send your request
to the editor at:  kh6htv@arrl.net 

REPEATER  TECHNICAL  DETAILS: For  a  detailed  description  of  the
design and construction of the TV repeater, the reader is referred to Application Note,
AN-53a, [2].  It is available in .pdf format from the repeater's web site:  www.kh6htv.com

http://www.kh6htv.com/
https://kh6htv.com/newsletter/
http://www.qrz.com/
http://www.kh6htv.com/
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W0BTV  - TV  REPEATER
COVERAGE   MAPS

The repeater  provides coverage over  most  of
the eastern half of Boulder County and also out
to  portions  of  Larimer,  Weld,  Adams,
Broomfield,  Denver  and  Jefferson  counties.
Because of it's location nestled up against the
Flatiron  mountains,  it  does  not  provide
coverage  back into the mountainous areas  of
Boulder County.   These coverage areas have
been  confirmed  in  many  locations  by  actual
mobile field surveys.  These maps have been
computed  using  the  on-line  program,  Radio
Mobile-Online,  by  Rodger  Coude,  VE2DBE.
[3].  For more details  about  this  program and
TV  propagation  in  general,  see  application
note, AN-33a [4].     More detailed coverage
maps are also available from KH6HTV.   Also,
upon request, I can compute a detailed  point-
to-point rf path prediction to/from the repeater
and your particular QTH.   See Fig. 2 in AN-
33a for an example.

Fig. 6  Complete area coverage map

Figs.  6-10 show predicted,  overall  coverage  areas  of  the  repeater  on  70  cms.    The
assumed remote station is a base station with a 10 watt DVB-T transmitter and an 11 dBi,
yagi antenna on a 30 ft. mast.   The yellow shaded areas are predicted weak signals of -90
to -80 dBm.   The green shaded areas are for strong signals > -80 dBm.   -90 dBm (7 μV)
has been the weakest  DVB-T signal  we have typically been able to receive in actual
practice out in the field under typical multi-path conditions.    Fig. 6 on the previous page
shows the overall coverage area which extends from the Wyoming border on the north, to
Denver International Airport on the east and south-east Denver on the south.   Figs. 7 & 8
are more detailed expanded maps showing the north and south areas. 

Figs. 9 & 10 show the predicted 23 cm receive coverage area for the repeater.   They
assume that the 23 cm transmitting station is using a 3 watt DVB-T transmitter and a 15
dBi yagi antenna mounted on a 30 ft. mast.   Comparing  these maps with the 70 cm maps
shows that the 23 cm coverage area is considerably less than the 70 cm area.
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Fig. 7 North coverage area for 70 cm DVB-T transmissions from the TV repeater
transmitter to an 11 dBi yagi, receive antenna at 30 ft.   Green > -80 dBm   Yellow = -90
to -80 dBm.  The red teardrop is TV repeater location.
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Fig. 8 South coverage area for 70 cm DVB-T transmissions from the TV repeater
transmitter to an 11 dBi yagi, receive antenna at 30 ft.   Green > -80 dBm   Yellow = -90
to -80 dBm.  The red teardrop is TV repeater location.
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Fig. 9 North coverage area for 23 cm DVB-T transmissions to the TV repeater
from a 3 W transmitter and 15 dBi yagi antenna at 30 ft.   Green > -80 dBm   Yellow =
-90 to -80 dBm.  The red teardrop is TV repeater location.
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Fig. 10 South coverage area for 23 cm DVB-T transmissions to the TV repeater
from a 3 watt transmitter and a 15 dBi yagi antenna at 30 ft.   Green > -80 dBm   Yellow
= -90 to -80 dBm.  The red teardrop is the TV repeater location.

5cm  FM-TV  BEACON  COVERAGE  MAPS

The newly added 5cm, 5.9 GHz, FM-TV transmitter  is a new service,  as of 2020, to
BATVC members  interested  in  experimenting  with  microwave  amateur  radio  & TV.
This transmitter is on 5905 MHz (5.905 GHz) with 2 Watts (+33dBm) of rf output power
into  a  10dBi  horizontally  polarized,  omni-directional  antenna.     The  maps  were
computed assuming the receive station is using a parabolic dish antenna of +23dBi gain
at a height of 6 ft. with the FM-TV receiver mounted directly on the antenna and no feed-
line loss.  The minimum received signal strength used in the Radio Mobile program was
-100dBm.  This is  the level  required at  the receiver  for  a  weak, snowy, P2,  FM-TV
picture. It is indicated as the yellow shaded areas.  The green shaded areas are for strong
signals > -90dBm which give a P4 or better picture.  For microwaves, it is very important
to have an un-obstructed, line-of-sight, path to the transmitter.   Trees and vegatation will
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stongly absorb the microwave signal.   The computer program does not account for any
local tree obstructions.

Fig. 11      5.9 GHz, FM-TV  Beacon Coverage Area to a 23dBi dish antenna at 6 ft.
Green > -90 dBm   Yellow = -100 to -90 dBm.  The purple teardrop is the TV repeater
location.
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Fig. 12      5.9 GHz, FM-TV  Beacon Coverage Area - North, to a 23dBi dish antenna at 6
ft.   Green > -90 dBm   Yellow = -100 to -90 dBm.  The purple teardrop is the TV repeater
location.
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Fig. 13      5.9 GHz, FM-TV  Beacon Coverage Area - South, to a 23dBi dish antenna at 6
ft.   Green > -90 dBm   Yellow = -100 to -90 dBm.  The purple teardrop is the TV repeater
location.
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Fig. 14      5.9 GHz, FM-TV  Beacon Coverage in the Boulder Valley to a 23dBi dish
antenna at 6 ft.   Green > -90 dBm   Yellow = -100 to -90 dBm.  The purple teardrop is
the TV repeater location.
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